1) The partial freezing of a subsurface ocean may be driving recent extensional tectonic activity on Pluto.
3) The lack of compressional tectonic features suggests that ice II did not form and Pluto's ocean may have survived to present day.
Abstract:
The New Horizons spacecraft has found evidence for geologic activity on the surface of Pluto, including extensional tectonic deformation of its water ice bedrock (see Moore et al. (2016) ). One mechanism that could drive extensional tectonic activity is global surface expansion due to the partial freezing of an ocean. We use updated physical properties for Pluto and simulate its thermal evolution to understand the survival of a possible subsurface ocean. For thermal conductivities of rock less than 3 W m −1 K −1 , an ocean forms and at least partially freezes, leading to recent extensional stresses in the ice shell. In scenarios where the ocean freezes and the ice shell is thicker than 260 km, ice II forms and causes global volume contractions. Since there is no evidence for recent compressional tectonic features, we argue that ice II has not formed and that Pluto's ocean has likely survived to present day.
Introduction
Pluto is the largest object in the Kuiper Belt, with a radius R = 1187 km (Stern et al. 2015) , and a bulk density ofρ = 1.86 g/cm 3 (Stern et al. 2015) , suggesting a mixed ice-rock composition (McKinnon et al. 1997 (McKinnon et al. , 2008 . The New Horizons flyby of the Pluto-Charon system recently revealed evidence for diverse geologic activity on the surface of Pluto (Stern et al. 2015) . Moore et al. (2016) find that while much of the geologic activity seems to involve volatile ices such as nitrogen, carbon monoxide and methane (McKinnon et al. 2016) , there is also evidence for geologic activity in Pluto's water ice bedrock. The many troughs and scarps that cut across Pluto's surface are often hundreds of kilometers long and up to 4 km deep. These features have been interpreted as extensional faults (Moore et al. 2016) . The age of these tectonic features is unknown, though many of the graben do not appear to be heavily degraded, indicating they may be geologically young. No obvious signs of strike-slip or compressional tectonic features have been found so far (Moore et al. 2016) .
What could be driving tectonic activity on Pluto? On many icy moons, tidal forces raised on the satellite by their parent planet can drive recent geologic activity (e.g. Hoppa et al. (1999); Porco et al. (2006) ). On Pluto, however, tidal forces are presently insignificant because the Pluto/Charon system has reached the end-point of its tidal evolution, a dualsynchronous state. Another mechanism for driving tectonic activity in icy bodies is global volume change due to phase changes in the ice shell (Mueller and McKinnon 1988) . If Pluto has an ocean that is slowly freezing, it would cause global volume expansion and extensional stresses at the surface (Robuchon and Nimmo 2011) . Conversely, ice Ih converting into a denser phase, such as ice II, would lead to global volume contraction and compressional stresses (McKinnon et al. 1997) . The dominance of extensional tectonic features across Pluto's surface could be explained by the freezing of a subsurface ocean. But would such an ocean have frozen billions of years ago or might it still exist today?
Previous models of Pluto's thermal evolution by Robuchon and Nimmo (2011) found that if Pluto's ice shell transmits heat conductively, an ocean forms and likely persists to the present. However, the persistence of a subsurface ocean may be sensitive to the thickness of Pluto's H 2 O layer, the thermal conductivity of the silicate core, and the thermal conductivity of the ice shell. Robuchon and Nimmo (2011) used a constant thermal conductivity for ice of k i = 2.26 W/m/K and did not treat the formation of ice II. However, the thermal conductivity of ice is strongly temperature dependent (Petrenko and Whitworth 1999) .
Higher thermal conductivities would allow the ice shell to cool more efficiently, leading to colder final states and possibly, the formation of ice II. Additionally, silicate conductivity is one of the most important parameters influencing the thermal evolution of ice-rock bodies, yet many planetary models do not provide strong justification for their chosen values (Desch et al. 2009 ). The silicate conductivity in such models vary from 1 W/m/K (Desch et al.
2009), to 4.2 W/m/K (Robuchon and Nimmo 2011).
We use numerical models to re-examine the thermal evolution of Pluto to test the hypothesis that the partial freezing of an ocean could be driving tectonic activity. We vary the physical properties of both the silicate core and the ice shell to identify the conditions under which a subsurface ocean will survive, and conditions that lead to the formation of ice II.
Methods

Initial Conditions
We simulate the thermal evolution of Pluto using a one-dimensional, explicit finitedifference model,
where T is temperature, t is time, r is radial position, C p is the specific heat, ρ is density, H is the heating per unit mass, and k is thermal conductivity. The value of each of these variables, explained below, depend on temperature, time, and depth. We use a node spacing of 2 km and a time step of less than 1000 years, keeping the Courant number below 0.25.
We use a constant surface temperature of T s = 40 K, appropriate for the long-term average surface temperature of Pluto (Tryka et al. 1994) , and an initially homogeneous internal temperature T 0 , which we vary between 150 − 250 K. The initial temperature does not affect the final thermal state because radiogenic heating dominates the thermal evolution (Robuchon and Nimmo 2011) . The Pluto-Charon system likely formed in a giant impact (Canup 2005 (Canup , 2011 . We assume Pluto becomes tidally locked early in its history (10 − 100
Myr after the impact) (Dobrovolskis et al. 1997; Barr and Collins 2015) . We begin our simulations just after tidal evolution is complete, at t 0 = 100 Myr after CAI formation. 
2011
). The radius of the core,
where ρ i = 0.92 g cm −3 is the density of ice Ih. This yields an initial ice shell thickness D = 180 to 340 km.
The core is heated by long lived radioisotopes 238 U, 235 U, 232 Th and 40 K. We assume an initial abundance of parent isotopes appropriate for CI chondrites (Lodders 2003) . The heating per unit mass of rock is then H(t) = H 0 χ exp(−t/τ ), where the values for initial heating H 0 , concentration χ, and half-life τ are taken from Table 3 of Robuchon and Nimmo (2011) . Heat transfer in the core occurs by conduction. The core has a specific heat, C p,r = 800 J kg
The thermal conductivity of the core depends on its composition, which is uncertain. Ordinary and carbonaceous chrondrites have silicate conductivities Yomogida and Matsui 1983) . The conductivity of antigorite at low pressure is Osako et al. 2010) , the average conductivity of the terrestrial mantle is k r = 3 W m −1 K −1 (Hofmeister 1999) , and olivine has a thermal conductivity of k r = 4 W m −1 K −1 (Osako et al. 2004) . Hydrothermal circulation, if present, could increase the effective thermal conductivity of the core by advecting heat toward the surface (e.g. Neveu et al. (2015)). Because the composition and thermal properties of the core are uncertain, we vary the conductivity from k r = 1 to 4 W m −1 K −1 to explore how different values affect the thermal evolution.
Ice Shell
It is important to consider whether Pluto's ice shell is likely to undergo solid state convection. We calculate the Rayleigh Number Ra, a dimensionless parameter that describes the vigor of convection, and compare it to the critical value for convection in the stagnant lid regime (Solomatov 1995) . The critical value for convection is defined as (Solomatov 1995) Ra cr = 20.9
where Q * = 59.4 kJ/mol is the activation energy for diffusion in ice (Goldsby and Kohlstedt 2001) , R is the gas constant, T b is the temperature at the base of the ice shell and T i is the average temperature of the convecting layer which we approximate as
. We calculate the critical Rayleigh number for convection in the ice shell to be Ra cr = 7 × 10 6 .
The Rayleigh number is defined as
where α is the coefficient of thermal expansion, κ = k i /(ρ i C p,i ) is the thermal diffusivity of ice and η i is the viscosity of the ice evaluated at T i . Under the low stress conditions expected in the ice shell, any plastic deformation will occur via diffusion creep and the 
Phase Changes in H 2 O Layer
If the heat flow out of the core is larger than the maximum heat flow capable of moving through the ice shell, melting at the base of the ice shell can occur. The heat flow into the ocean boundary, if the boundary is at element i, is F in = F core (R c /r) 2 , where F core is the heat flow from the core and r is the radial position of the ocean boundary. The heat flow away from the boundary is
. Over a time step ∆t, the boundary moves a distance ∆z = ∆t
, where L is the latent heat. When ∆z > ∆r, we consider the phase transition in that element complete. We treat the transformation between ice Ih to liquid and ice Ih to ice II in this way. We benchmarked our code against an exact solution to the classical Stefan problem (see Supplemental Figure S1 ). We have also benchmarked our code against the results of (Robuchon and Nimmo 2011) for the case of a conductive ice shell (S2).
We assume the ocean maintains a constant temperature, T m , with depth, because the adiabatic temperature gradient is small (Melosh et al. 2004) . The melting temperature of ice depends on pressure, in addition to the presence of volatiles such as salts and ammonia.
A small amount of ammonia can significantly reduce the liquidus of the water-ammonia system (Kargel 1992) . Some Kuiper Belt accretion models suggest that Pluto's ice shell might be 5 percent ammonia by mass (McKinnon et al. 2008) . This would reduce the liquidus to T m = 250 K. We use a melting temperature that depends on pressure and ammonia concentration following Leliwa-Kopystyński et al. (2002) and assume a constant mass fraction of ammonia in the H 2 0 layer, X, between 0, 5 and 10%. As the ice-ocean boundary changes depth, the melting temperature changes due to changes in lithostatic pressure. For example, if the ocean is growing, the melting temperature increases as pressures at the ocean boundary decreases. The ocean must therefore warm up in order to reach this new melting temperature. This energy is accounted for in our model.
We also treat the phase transition between ice Ih and ice II. While ice Ih has a hexagonal crystal structure, ice II is a dense polymorph of ice with a rhombohedral structure and a density ρ = 1.18 g cm −3 (Hobbs 1974) . Pre-encounter interior models by McKinnon et al.
(1997) suggest that ice II is likely only present in Pluto's interior if Pluto is undifferentiated, because for a differentiated body, the pressure at the base of the ice shell may not be high enough for ice II to form. However, Pluto's more ice-rich composition revealed by New
Horizons data suggests that ice II could form in a differentiated Pluto. We account for the temperature dependence of the ice Ih to ice II transition. The equilibrium temperature, T eq , between these phases is,
where P is pressure in MPa, and temperature is in units of Kelvin (Bridgman 1912; Whalley 1984; Leon et al. 2002) . As temperature drops, ice II becomes the stable phase in the ice shell. For likely pressures at the base of Pluto's shell, ice II begins to form when temperatures drop below ∼ 230 K. The conversion of ice Ih to ice II liberates ∼1 kJ mol −1 (Handa et al. 1988) . Pressure is approximated as P = ρ i g z z, where z is depth, g z = (GM r )/r 2 is the depth-dependent gravity, G is the gravitational constant and M r is the mass below the local radius r. Gravity increases slightly from g = 0.67 m s −2 at the surface to g ≈ 0.75 m s −2
at the base of the ice shell. McKinnon and Hofmeister (2005) noted that ice XI may be present on the surface of Pluto, but we do not treat this phase because its formation is not associated with any significant volume change (Hobbs 1974 ).
Global Volume Change
Phase changes in the ice shell and thermal expansion can both contribute to global volume change. At each time step, we measure the volume change in each element due to these effects and calculate the change in radius, ∆R, and the surface strain, = ∆R/R. We use a constant coefficient of thermal expansion of α = 10 −4 K −1 in the ice shell and α = 10 −5 K −1 in the core. The strain from thermal expansion is over an order of magnitude less than from H 2 O phase changes. The stress resulting from global volume change is (Melosh 1977) ,
where µ = 3.5 GPa is the shear modulus of ice and ν = 0.33 is Poisson's ratio (Gammon et al. 1983) . To account for brittle failure at the surface, we use a plastic failure strength of −10 MPa in compression and 1 MPa in tension (Schulson 1999) , and the stress in the ice shell remains confined between these two values.
Results
We simulate Pluto's thermal evolution for a wide range of silicate core properties and ice shell properties. We find that Pluto either reaches a "warm" final state or a "cold" final state depending on the thermal properties of the silicate core. Figure 1a shows an example of a warm final state, where an ocean forms and survives to the present day. Here, k r = 2.5 W m −1 K −1 and ρ r = 3.05 g cm , where Pluto reaches a cold final state. An ocean forms early in Pluto's history but freezes completely by t = 4.5 Gyr. As the last few kilometers of the ocean start to freeze, ice II begins to form. The curved temperature profile through the ice shell, which results from the temperature dependent thermal conductivity of ice, causes more of the ice shell to be at colder temperatures and therefore increases the likelihood that ice II will form. Figure 2 illustrates the phase, strain, and stress evolution of Pluto's H 2 O layer for both the "warm history" and "cold history" depicted in Figure 1 . In both cases, a layer of ice II forms early on due to our assumed initial temperature in Pluto's interior, T 0 = 200 K, but the ice II soon disappears after Pluto warms up. The growth of the ocean leads to compressional stresses, which reverse as the ocean begins to freeze after t ∼ 2 Gyr. In the warm scenario, (Figure 2b ), the slow freezing of the ocean from a thickness of 100 to 50 km causes an extensional surface strain of 0.3% and generates extensional surface stresses exceeding the tensile failure stress of ice. Contraction due to the cooling of the ice shell is small compared to the expansion from ocean freezing. Extensional failure occurs into the present day. In the cold scenario, however, the ocean freezes and ice II begins to form in the last 300 Myr. The formation of ice II results in a surface contraction of about 1.5% ( Figure   2b ), during which surface stresses reach the compressive failure stress.
Our results illustrate that the evolution of the H 2 O layer is sensitive to the thermal properties of the core. Figure 3 shows how the present state of the ice shell depends on the density and conductivity of the silicate core. Silicate conductivities less than k r ∼ 3 W m −1 K −1 allow Pluto to remain warm enough to sustain a subsurface ocean and preclude the formation of ice II. Higher silicate conductivities allow the core to lose heat more efficiently, leading to scenarios where the ocean freezes and ice II forms. However for ice shells thinner than 260 km, (corresponding to silicate densities less than 2.9 g/cm 3 ), the pressures at the base of the ice shell are not high enough to form ice II, so the ocean may freeze without forming ice II. In the case of high core density and very high conductivity, the ice II layer can reach a maximum thickness of 200 km.
Discussion
Our results show that if the ocean freezes, and if the ice shell is thicker than 260 km, then ice II will form. The recent formation of ice II would lead to global volume contraction and compressional tectonic activity at the surface. Since there is no strong evidence of compressional tectonic activity, (Moore et al. 2016) , we conclude that ice II has not formed.
Ice II formation can be prevented either by keeping Pluto warm enough to sustain a subsurface ocean, or if the silicate core density is less than 2.9 g/cm 3 and the ice shell is less than 260 km thick. There are several reasons that a thicker ice shell with a subsurface ocean may be more likely than a thin ice shell. We find that the temperatures in the inner 750 km of the silicate core exceed 850 K, the temperature where low density hydrous silicates destabilize (Ulmer and Trommsdorff 1995) . Therefore at least 60% of the core by volume is likely dehydrated into olivine and pyroxene with ρ r = 3.5 g/cm 3 , giving a minimum average core density of 3.05 g/cm 3 . In this case, the minimum H 2 0 layer thickness is ∼ 300 km. Additionally, the influence of volatile ices such as nitrogen and methane may be more effective at insulating the ocean than shown in our model. We assume volatiles are concentrated in the top 10 km of Pluto's ice shell, but if methane clathrates are abundant in the entire ice shell, its thermal conductivity may be significantly reduced, (McKinnon et al. 1997; Waite et al. 2002) , increasing the likelihood that the ocean will survive. We find that if the ice shell has a constant thermal conductivity of 3 W/m/K, a subsurface ocean survives even if the thermal conductivity of the core is high (S4). The likelihood of ocean survival further increases when considering that as the ocean begins to freeze, impurities are excluded from the ice shell and ammonia and salt concentrations in the ocean will increase, further reducing the melting temperature.
If Pluto still has an ocean, then global volume expansion would still be occurring, suggesting extensional tectonic activity could be ongoing. This is consistent with the observations of Moore et al. (2016) who suggest that the relative youth of tectonic features could be consistent with the partial freezing of an ocean. Additionally, tensional stresses at the surface and ocean pressurization, due to the ice shell thickening, could make cryovolcanic resurfacing more likely (Robuchon and Nimmo 2011) .
The results of our model differ from that of Robuchon and Nimmo (2011) in several important ways. First, we treat the formation of ice II, which is important because we find that if the ocean freezes then ice II is likely to form and generate large compressional strains at the surface. Secondly, we use a temperature dependent thermal conductivity in the ice shell, which causes the thermal gradient to increase with depth. We find that this increases the rate at which the ocean freezes, because heat can be transported more efficiently away from the ice-ocean boundary. Lastly, we limit the stress at Pluto's surface to account for brittle failure. This affects the timing of when the stress state switches between compression and tension. We find that in cases where the ocean survives, ocean freezing starts generating extensional failure by 1Gyr ago and that extensional tectonics should dominate, whereas Robuchon and Nimmo (2011) find that cases with an ocean generate mostly compressional features, with minor recent extensional features.
The partial freezing of an ocean would produce globally distributed extensional faults with no preferred orientation, although heterogenities in the ice shell or sets of pre-existing fractures could strongly influence fault orientation. Other potential mechanisms for generating tectonic features on Pluto include tidal de-spinning and polar wander (Keane and Matsuyama 2016; Nimmo et al. 2016) . Tidal stresses from despinning will no longer occur after Pluto and Charon reach a dual synchronous state, which likely occurred less than 100
Myr after the Charon forming impact (Barr and Collins 2015) . Stresses from polar wander would likely create a distribution of compressional, strike-slip and extensional tectonic features with orientations that could be predicted based on the reorientation angle (Leith and McKinnon 1996) . Global surface expansion may be the best explanation for the dominance of extensional tectonic features observed on Pluto, although all of these processes could be important in determining Pluto's complete tectonic evolution.
Conclusion
We have shown that while the survival of the ocean depends strongly on the thermal properties of the silicate core, the lack of obvious compressional tectonic features on Pluto's surface suggests that ice II has not formed. Therefore Pluto either has an ocean today or the ice shell is thinner than 260 km. New Horizons data can be used to distinguish between these hypotheses by characterizing the global geologic stratigraphy, assessing the timing of tectonic deformation events, and searching for evidence of present day extensional tectonic activity.
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